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ABSTRACT The wide-area controller (WAC) is used to damp out inter-area oscillations in the power system.
Conventionally, to implement WAC in the power system, efficient wide-area communication channels are
essential. The performance of the WAC can get degraded with under-performing communication channels.
Although, the communication are begin made efficient and redundant, data integrity may pose another
threat to the performance of the WAC. In order to subside the dependency on wide-area communication
channel, this paper proposes a communication free wide-area controller (CF-WAC) to damp out inter-area
oscillations even in the worst scenarios (in terms of communication channels). The CF-WAC is designed
based on the state feedback principle and with limited states. The chosen design path can be achieved by
using structurally constrained H2-norm optimization. The proposed CF-WAC is designed in a centralized
manner and implemented in a decentralized way and yet retain the near conventional WAC performance.
The performance of the proposed CF-WAC is compared with full-scale WAC (FS-WAC i.e., conventional
WAC), sparsity-promoting WAC (SP-WAC), and reduced-scale WAC (RS-WAC). Simulation studies are
carried out on the IEEE 68-bus test system to evaluate the potential of the CF-WAC in damping inter-area
low-frequency oscillations by considering different disturbances and communication channel losses.

INDEX TERMS Centralized design, communication loss, communication free WAC, decentralized design,
inter-area oscillations, structurally constrained H2-norm optimization, wide area control.

I. INTRODUCTION
In an interconnected power system, two kinds of oscilla-
tions can happen frequently termed as local and inter-area
mode oscillations [1]. The local mode oscillations can be
damped out effectively by designing the power system sta-
bilizers (PSSs) based upon local signals [2]. On the other
hand, since PSSs use local input signals, these are not suf-
ficient to damp out inter-area oscillations. Therefore, the
wide-area controller (WAC) is required to overcome the
shortfalls of local damping controllers [3], [4]. However,
in reality, the WAC requires information from remote loca-
tions. With the advancements in wide-area monitoring sys-
tems (WAMS) [5], like phasor measurement units (PMUs),
it is possible to transfer the synchronized measurements of
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the entire power system to the control center in short-span of
time. After receiving the data at the control center, the WAC
will utilize the system-wide information and delivers the cor-
rective signal to damp out inter-area oscillations. The WAC
can be designed by using either state feedback [6] or an
output feedback control technique [3]. In a state feedback
control technique, an additional state estimator is required
to estimate the system states. The estimated system states
are used in later stages along with a state feedback gain
matrix to generate control signals at the control center to
damp out oscillations. On the other hand, the output feedback
control technique does not require a state estimator. There-
fore, in the output feedback controller, the control signals are
generated directly by passing the data received from WAMS
to a WAC gain matrix (i.e., feedback gain matrix). In general,
for both the cases, the WAC gain matrix is deployed at a
centralized control center. The state feedback gain matrix
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can be developed by using either classical LQR control
technique [7] or H2-norm optimization technique without
adding constraints [8]. In [9], a sparsity promoting WAC
(SP-WAC) is proposed to design the state feedback gain
matrix that promotes sparsity in the feedback gain matrix.
In [10], a reduced scale WAC (RS-WAC) design is intended
by using dominance index analysis. Similarly, the output
feedback gain matrix can be designed by using H∞ control
technique or mixed H∞/H2 control techniques [11]. Several
other approaches are proposed in the literature [12]–[15] to
design the feedback gain matrix that is used at the control
center.

The main issues in designing the wide-area control sys-
tem are the necessity of reliable communication channels,
availability of continuous PMU measurements, time delay,
and so on. The performance of the WAC can be deteriorated
because of either communication loss or delay in PMU sig-
nals. To overcome the time delay issues, few methodologies
are proposed in the literature [16], [17]. In [17], a Kalman fil-
tering methodology is proposed to compensate the time delay
effects. However, in some situations, it may be difficult to
compensate for the time delays because of large communica-
tion paths that are established between the wide-area control
center and the system components. On the other hand, the lag
or loss in PMU reporting can deteriorate the performance
of the wide-area controller. Moreover, depending upon the
system size, the commissioning cost can be increased if the
WAC requires more remote signals. Another severe problem
in a wide-area control system is the loss of communication
signals. Therefore, to overcome these communication loss
issues, it is necessary to design a WAC that must exhibit
robust performance under different scenarios. In [18], a sys-
tematic procedure to develop a fault-tolerant WAC is illus-
trated in detail. A wide-area damping controller is proposed
in [15] furnishing good damping performance under commu-
nication failures. In [19], a fault-tolerant WAC is proposed to
damp out inter-area oscillations under different disturbances.
In [20], a GrHDP based WAC is developed to tolerate vari-
ous communication failures. In all these fault-tolerant wide-
area control systems, minimum communication channels are
mandatory to provide proper damping performance at the
controller output side. Therefore, to overcome these issues,
this article proposes a communication free wide-area con-
troller to damp out inter-area oscillations without using any
remote signals.

The primary contribution of this paper is to develop a
wide-area controller which requires no communication paths.
Here, the wide area controller is implemented by using state
feedback control technique. In a state feedback control tech-
nique, the inputs to the wide area controller are system states.
However, the most participating states in inter-area mode
oscillations are generator speed and angle [2]. Therefore,
it is enough to design a controller with speed and angle
inputs alone to damp out inter-area mode oscillations. The
required state feedback gain matrix is designed by employ-
ing structurally constrainedH2-norm optimization technique.

The design of gain matrix can be done in a centralized level.
After calculating the gain matrix, take out the respective
columns and rows of gain matrix related to each and every
generator’s speed and angle states. Now, the controller output
signals to the generator excitation system can be calculated
by taking the product of speed and angle states and gain
matrix of that generator. The required speed and angle states
of generator can be estimated by using speed and position
estimation algorithm which are available in literature [21].
In this paper, it is assumed that the speed and angle states of
generator are readily available.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the outline of the proposed methodology is presented. The
mathematical formulation of the proposed methodology is
provided in Section III. In Section IV, the design and anal-
ysis of all controllers are verified by considering 68-bus test
system. The comparative performance analysis between
all controllers are analyzed by considering time delay in
the communication channels in Section V. In Section VI,
the comparative performance is analyzed considering com-
munication failure on the controller input and output sides.
The discussion between all controllers are presented in
Section VII. Finally, the article is concluded in Section VIII.

II. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED WIDE-AREA
CONTROLLER (CF-WAC) DESIGN
A. OUTLINE OF FS-WAC, SP-WAC, AND RS-WAC
Fig. 1(a.) represents the general WAC architecture layout
of FS-WAC, SP-WAC, and RS-WAC. All these controllers
are implemented with the help of the state feedback control
technique. The main function of a PMU is to transfer the
voltage and current signals to the control center through the
WAM network. The global positioning system (GPS) is used
to provide time stampings to the PMU data. After receiving
the signals at the control center, the required dynamic states
are estimated by using a state estimator, which is shown
in Fig. 1(a.). The state estimator can be implemented by using
either an extended Kalman filter (EKF) [22] or an unscented
Kalman filter (UKF) [23]. Then, the WAC system’s output
signals can be calculated by taking the product of system
states and feedback gain matrix. These WAC output signals
are transmitted to the generators’ excitation system with the
help of a WAC communication network.

As mentioned earlier, the generatedWAC signals are given
to the generators’ excitation system, as shown in Fig. 1(b.).
Acronym AVR represents the automatic voltage regulator,
and ESS represents the excitation system stabilizer. From
Fig. 1(a.), it can be observed that the feedback gain matrix
and required dynamic states are varied from one control to
another control. In FS-WAC, at the input side, all generator
states are estimated, and the required feedback gain matrix
can be calculated by using the classical state feedback con-
trol technique. In SP-WAC, the required input states are not
predefined, and the output signals are also not predefined.
Thus, the structure of feedback gain matrix and system states
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FIGURE 1. The state feedback control based WAC system architecture.

are formed by promoting sparsity [9]. Finally, in RS-WAC,
the input signals are dominant generator states alone, and the
output signals are given to the same dominant generators.
For all these control techniques, the WAM network becomes
highly constrained because it requires measurements from
many generators. Therefore, it leads to costly WAM
infrastructure.

B. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED CF-WAC
The proposed WAC architecture layout with feedback gain
matrix is represented in Fig. 2. As mentioned earlier, the most
dominating states in inter-area mode oscillations are rotor
speed and angle. Therefore, it is good enough to obtain
the speed and angle states in real-time for damping out
inter-area oscillations. The primary function of a speed &
position estimation algorithm is to estimate the speed and
angle states in real-time. These states can be estimated locally
and multiplied with the respective feedback gain matrix
structure to obtain the WAC signals. In centralized manner,
the structurally constrained H2-norm optimization technique
can be used to design the state feedback gain matrix. Initially,
the feedback gain matrix is full matrix. It means that the
feedback gain matrix having centralized structure and those
values are related to all system states. Later, it can be designed
to decentralized structures corresponding to all generators
speed and angle states alone by maintaining the system sta-
bility.

In this paper, the decentralized generated WAC signals
along with the PSS signals (optional) are fed to the exci-
tation system of generators and it is shown in Fig. 3. It is
to be noted that the objective of this particular work is to
design the communication free wide area controller, not the
power system stabilizer. The PSSs should be locally tuned

FIGURE 2. The proposed CF-WAC system architecture.

FIGURE 3. The schematic layout of the proposed CF-WAC system.

beforehand by using any of the available techniques. After
designing the PSSs, those should be included in the core
power systemmodel for the further investigation of inter-area
oscillations. However, in this article, the PSSs signals are not
included to the generator’s excitation system to validate the
effectiveness of the WAC alone.

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROPOSED
CF-WAC
In this section, the mathematical formulation of proposed
CF-WAC, FS-WAC, SP-WAC, and RS-WAC is illustrated.
Consider the linearized state-space model of the total system,
as shown in Fig. 3 is described as follows:

1ẋ = A1x+ Bu1uwac + Bw1w (1)

1y = Cy1x (2)

1z = Cz1x+ Dz1uwac. (3)

where x is the state vector, uwac is the wide area control signal,
w is the disturbance input vector, z is the performance output
vector, and y is the measurement vector. Parameters Bw, Cz
and Dz are to be specified by the user depending upon the
specific performance requirement. Typically, Cz and Dz are
chosen as follows.

CzT =
[
Q

1
2 0

]
(4)

Dz
T
=

[
0 R

1
2

]
. (5)

That is, z is chosen as an (Ns + Ns) × 1 vector to represent
both the control effort as well as the state disturbance. Here,
Ns gives the number of state variables in the system. Matrices
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FIGURE 4. The structure of the proposed CF-WAC feedback gain matrix.

Q andR are similar to those in the LQR control. Both are sym-
metric matrices. Matrix Q should be positive semidefinite,
whereas, matrix R should be positive definite. The selection
of Bw depends upon the specific set of physical disturbances
that are recognized as prime threats to the system. There is a
scope of research for appropriately determining the value of
Bw for a power system. The WAC signals that are used for
the excitation system are generated by using the following
equation.

1uwac = Kwac1x. (6)

A. CF-WAC FORMULATION
For the proposed CF-WAC, the number of rows in Kwac is
equal to the number of generators. All columns of the Kwac
matrix except generators’ speed and angle states columns
should be set to zeros. The same is illustrated in Fig. 4. This,
in turn, eliminates the need for establishing communication
paths between remote locations and wide area control centre.
In addition, certain states are usually not observable. The cor-
responding columns of the Kwac matrix should also be set to
zeros. Finally, the Kwac structure consists of only generators’
speed and angle states. Therefore, only generators’ speed and
angle states are considered to generate the required WAC
signals.

In this paper, the proposed CF-WAC is designed by means
of theH2-norm optimization with structural constraints. As it
is known that, the H2-norm optimized controller exhibits
superior transient performance compared to the H∞-norm
optimized controller. Moreover, forcing some columns to
become zeros imposes structural constraints on Kwac. Thus,
it would be difficult to obtain the H∞-norm optimized solu-
tion of the state feedback controller. For the dynamic system
model (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), the H2-norm optimization can
be formulated as follows.

Minimize
{
trace

(
BwTFBw

)}
(7)

s.t. F
(
A+ BuKwac

)
+

(
A+ BuKwac

)T
F

+

(
Cz + DzKwac

)T(
Cz + DzKwac

)
= 0 (8)

Kwac ◦2 = 0 (9)(
A+ BuKwac

)
≺ 0. (10)

More details about the H2-norm optimization with and with-
out structural constraints objective function can be found
in [24]. To obtain the required CF-WAC feedback gainmatrix,
heavy penalties are assigned to the elements that are set to be

zero, and no penalty can be added for the elements that are to
be left free. The step by step procedure to design CF-WAC is
as follows.

Step 1 − Perform small-signal stability analysis to find

out eigenvalues of the system.

Step 2 − Identify the inter-area modes of the system.

Step 3 − Find out the full scale Kwac matrix assuming

that all generator states are available.

Step 4 − Define the structure of required CF-WAC

matrix according to speed & angle states of

all generators.

Step 5 − Apply the structural H2-norm optimization to

get the CF-WAC matrix.

Step 6 − Now, separate the CF-WAC matrix in a

decentralized manner to send the WAC

signals in a decentralized manner.

B. FS-WAC FORMULATION
In FS-WAC formulation, the controller inputs are all gener-
ators’ states, and output signals are given to all generators’
excitation systems. Therefore, it is a full matrix, and it is
calculated by using the classical Linear Quadratic Regula-
tor (LQR) technique. The same can be achieved by solving a
H2-norm optimization technique without adding constraints,
as shown in equation (7).

C. SP-WAC FORMULATION
In SP-WAC formulation, the controller inputs and outputs are
defined by creating sparsity [9] in the feedback gain matrix
(Kwac). The sparsity is defined as follows:

2ij = 1/|Kwacij|, Kwacij 6= 0;

2ij = 1/ε, Kwacij = 0, 0 < ε < 1.

where 2ij values chosen to be inversely proportional to the
magnitude of Kwacij to define the sparsity in the feedback
gain matrix (Kwac). More details about SP-WAC can be found
in [9].

D. RS-WAC FORMULATION
The selection of inputs and outputs in RS-WAC design
are calculated by performing dominance index analy-
sis [10]. Total generators are classified into dominant and
non-dominant generators by using dominance index analy-
sis. Dominant generators refers to the generators with high-
est participation in inter-area oscillation modes. Therefore,
the inputs in RS-WAC formulation are dominant generator
states alone. The outputs of RS-WAC are given to the domi-
nant generators only. The steps involved in RS-WAC design
are as follows:

Step 1 − Perform small-signal stability analysis to find

out eigenvalues of the system.
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FIGURE 5. The 68-bus test system.

TABLE 1. Inter-area oscillation modes.

Step 2 − Identify the inter-area modes of the system.

Step 3 − Find out the participation factors of states that

are involved in inter-area mode oscillations.

Step 4 − Find out each generator’s dominance index.

Step 5 − Identify the dominant and non-dominant

generators of the system.

More details about RS-WAC can be found in [10].

IV. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF FS-WAC, SP-WAC,
RS-WAC, AND CF-WAC FOR THE 68-BUS TEST SYSTEM
The effectiveness of the proposed fault-tolerant wide-area
controller is validated by considering the 68-bus test sys-
tem, which is shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, the proposed con-
troller’s performance is compared with different wide area
controllers, which are mentioned in the previous section. The
test system consists of 16 generators, and each generator
is provided with IEEE-ST1A type exciters. Exciter limits
are set between 5 and -5 p.u. The modeling of generators
is represented with sub-transient type, and loads are mod-
eled by using a constant impedance model. The mechani-
cal input torque of every generator is assumed to be con-
stant. More information about the test system can be found
in [1].

Table 1 gives the information about inter-area oscillation
modes of the particular test system in the absence of wide
area controller. It has 4 inter-area modes. Columns 3 and 4 of
Table 1 gives the information about each mode damping ratio
and frequency.

A. DESIGN OF FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC, AND CF-WAC
As mentioned earlier, the WAC can be implemented by using
either state feedback or output feedback control technique.

FIGURE 6. The structure of FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC, and CF-WAC
feedback gain matrices.

In this article, the WAC is implemented with state feedback
control technique. FS-WAC uses all generator states as inputs
to generate the WAC output signals. In other words, FS-WAC
(full scale WAC) is the basic WAC using state feedback
approach. Therefore, the WAC and FS-WAC both are same
in this case. FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC, and CF-WAC
design for the test system shown in Fig. 5 is explained in this
subsection. The structures of FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC,
and CF-WAC feedback gain matrices are shown in Fig. 6.
Rows represents the number of generators and columns repre-
sents the total system states. In these matrices structures, dots
represents the non-zero values and empty space represents
zeros. FS-WAC uses all system states on the input side and
transmitting signals to all generators on the output side. The
feedback gain matrix (Kwac) of FS-WAC is designed by using
the classical LQR control technique. This is achieved by solv-
ing the equation (7) without imposing constraints. In the clas-
sical LQR control technique, the matrix R taken as identity
matrix and matrix Q set as a diagonal matrix. The diagonal
entry corresponding to an angle or speed state is set to 100. All
other diagonal entries are set to 0. The feedback gain matrix
(Kwac) can bemodified for SP-WAC, RS-WAC, and CF-WAC
based upon the design. The design of SP-WAC is illustrated
in [9]. In this case, the structure of the feedback gain matrix
depends upon the weights of the matrix. RS-WAC is designed
by using dominant generators alone. RS-WAC uses domi-
nant generators’ states on the input side and transmitting the
signals to the same dominant generators’ excitation systems.
The dominant generators for the test system are calculated
by applying the dominance index analysis. The dominant
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FIGURE 7. Eigenvalues of the test system with out and with WACs.

generators are G13, G14, G15, andG16. CF-WAC is designed
by using speed and angle states of all generators on the input
side and providing signals to all generators on the output side.
The design of the CF-WAC is completely offline procedure.
The design task may be repeated if the corresponding system
subjected to a significant architectural changes. On the other
hand, the run-time efficiency is indeed very critical to the
success of any WAC. In a centralized regime, as the scale
of the system increases, the controller processing burden
also increases, which surfaces the scalability issues in the
implementation. However, the proposed approach is devised
to be a decentralized run-time process, i.e., the CF-WAC
is distributed over the system. Each decentralized module
takes only the corresponding local measurements. Hence,
the processing burden is also distributed over the network.
Therefore, the scalability concerns are eliminated through
decentralized implementation.

B. TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS
The eigenvalues of the test system are calculated by perform-
ing small signal stability analysis. The eigenvalues of the
test system with FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC, CF-WAC and
with out WAC for normal operating point are shown in Fig. 7.
It can be seen that some of the eigenvalues are lying behind
the 10% damping line in the absence of wide area controller.
On the other hand, with FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC and
CF-WAC, the eigenvalues of test system are moved towards
the left. Non-linear simulation studies are carried out to vali-
date the effectiveness of the proposed controller performance.
The time domain analysis is accomplished by considering
different disturbances that are represented in Table 2.

TABLE 2. List of disturbances considered.

TABLE 3. The settling times of all generators considering line outage
between buses 60 and 61.

1) LINE OUTAGE BETWEEN BUSES 60 AND 61
In this subsection, the controller performances are evalu-
ated by disconnecting the one of the line between buses
60 and 61. The corresponding dynamic responses of rotor
angle of generator 13 (G13), terminal active power of gen-
erator 13 (G13) and active power flow in line connected
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FIGURE 8. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the line outage between buses 60 and 61 with and without WAC.

between buses 53 and 54 are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen
that the oscillations which are occurred in the absence of
controller are damped out by employing different controllers
(FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC and CF-WAC). The compari-
son between these controllers are shown in Table 3 in the form
of settling times. The settling times are calculated by consid-
ering 2% tolerance band. It can be observed that FS-WAC
gives the good performance compared to the remaining
controllers. However, as mentioned earlier, FS-WAC needs
the information from all PMUs. Likewise, SP-WAC and
RS-WAC also requires the information from some PMUs.
Whereas, CF-WAC doesn’t requires any information from
PMUs.

2) LOAD SHEDDING AT BUS 23
By considering load shedding at bus 23, the perfor-
mance of FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC, and CF-WAC are

shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed that the oscilla-
tions are effectively damped out with the incorporation
of wide-area controllers. The corresponding settling times
are listed in Table 4. The settling times of all genera-
tors are close to 10 sec when FS-WAC and SP-WAC are
employed.

3) THREE PHASE FAULT AT BUS 59
The effectiveness of controllers are evaluated by applying
three phase fault at bus 59. The fault is immediately cleared
by opening the lines which are connected to that particular
bus. The dynamic responses are shown in Fig. 10. In addition,
the corresponding settling times of all generators are shown
in Table 5. It is observed that the settling times of all gen-
erators are close to 20 sec when RS-WAC and CF-WAC are
employed.
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FIGURE 9. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the load shedding at bus 23 with and without WAC.

TABLE 4. The settling times of all generators considering load shedding
at bus 23.

TABLE 5. The settling times of all generators considering three phase
fault at bus 59.
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FIGURE 10. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the three phase fault at bus 59 with and without WAC.

V. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
CONSIDERING DELAY IN THE COMMUNICATION
NETWORK
In order to verify the potential of the different wide-area
damping controllers, it is assumed that the transmission delay
in the communication channels is fixed on the input and
output sides of the controller. The fixed time delay of 200 ms
considered on input and output sides. Therefore, the total time
delay in the WAC loop is 400 ms. Traditional Pade approx-
imation [6] is used to model the time delay in this paper.
The transfer function of this time delay is included in the
original plant model (equations (1)-(3)) for the analysis. The
line outage between buses 60 and 61 along is considered for
the time-domain simulation. As mentioned earlier, the fixed
time delay of 200 ms is included in the input and output sides.
Fig. 8 represents the dynamic simulation waveforms of differ-
ent wide-area damping controllers. The proposed CF-WAC

does not require any communication paths. Hence, it is free
from time delay issues. From the plots shown in Fig. 8,
it can be observed that the SP-WAC gives the good damping
performance compared to the remaining controllers. On the
other hand, the proposed CF-WAC gives satisfactory perfor-
mance compared to the remaining controllers (FS-WAC and
RS-WAC).

VI. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
CONSIDERING COMMUNICATION FAILURE
The performance of the wide-area controller mainly depends
upon input signals which are acquired from PMUs and
output signals, which are transmitted to the power system.
Therefore, in this subsection, the effectiveness of controllers
are validated by considering communication loss on input
and output sides. Line outage between buses 60 and 61 is
considered.
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FIGURE 11. The rotor dynamic waveforms of generator 15 (G15) considering the fixed time delay of 200 ms.

TABLE 6. The settling times of all generators considering one
communication failure on output side.

A. LOSS OF ONE COMMUNICATION SIGNAL ON
CONTROLLER OUTPUT SIDE
Here, the performances of FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC,
and CF-WAC are evaluated by considering communica-
tion loss of transmitted signal to the generator 15 (G15).
Fig. 12 represents the waveforms with the incorporation of
individual controllers: FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC, and
CF-WAC. Each sub-figure consists of a rotor angle of gener-
ator 15 (G15), AVR output of G15, the terminal active power
output of G15, and active power flow in a line connected
between buses 53 and 54. It can be seen that FS-WAC,
SP-WAC, and CF-WAC gives the excellent performance in
damping out oscillations. As mentioned earlier, in the case of
RS-WAC, output signals are given to the generators 13, 14,
15, and 16. But, here, the signal to the generator 15 is lost.
Hence, RS-WAC not able to damp out the oscillations. The
corresponding settling times are listed in Table 6.

TABLE 7. The settling times of all generators considering two
communication failures on controller output side.

B. LOSS OF TWO COMMUNICATION SIGNALS ON
CONTROLLER OUTPUT SIDE
In this case, the performances of the controllers are evalu-
ated by considering the transmitted signals to the generators
13 and 15 lost. The corresponding dynamic waveforms are
shown in Fig. 13 and the settling times of all generators are
shown in Table 7. From the results, it can be observed that
FS-WAC and SP-WAC performances are degraded compared
to the previous case. On the other hand, CF-WAC perfor-
mance does not deteriorate due to communication loss on the
controller’s output side.

C. LOSS OF ONE COMMUNICATION SIGNAL ON
CONTROLLER INPUT SIDE
Fig. 14 represents the dynamic waveforms for the commu-
nication loss on the input side of the controller. The loss of
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FIGURE 12. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the loss of one communication channel on the controller output side.

FIGURE 13. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the loss of two communication channels on the controller output side.
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FIGURE 14. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the loss of one communication channel on the controller input side.

TABLE 8. The settling times of all generators considering one
communication failure on controller input side.

generator 7 (G7) signal carried by PMU to the controller
input is considered. The corresponding settling times are
tabulated in Table 8. From the results, it can be observed
that FS-WAC and SP-WAC cannot be able to damp out the
oscillations. On the other hand, RS-WAC and CF-WAC are
damped out of the oscillations effectively. RS-WAC takes
the input signals from generators 13, 14, 15, and 16 only.
Therefore, RS-WAC gives excellent performance compared
to the remaining controllers.

D. LOSS OF TWO COMMUNICATION SIGNALS ON
CONTROLLER INPUT SIDE
In this case, it is assumed that the remote signals of gener-
ators 7 (G7) and 15 (G15) transmitted to the controller are
lost. The corresponding waveforms are shown in Fig. 15.
It can be seen that FS-WAC, SP-WAC and RS-WAC are not
able to damp out the oscillations. Since G15 signal is lost,
RS-WAC not able to damp out the oscillations. However,
CF-WAC alone gives the good performance in damping out
the oscillations. The settling times of all generators are listed
in 9.

E. LOSS OF ONE COMMUNICATION SIGNAL ON
CONTROLLER INPUT SIDE AND ONE SIGNAL ON
CONTROLLER OUTPUT SIDE
Here, the loss of generator 7 (G7) signal on controller input
side and the loss of transmitted signal to the generator 15
(G15) are considered. Fig. 16 represents the dynamic wave-
forms of FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC and CF-WAC. The
settling times are displayed in Table 10. From the results,
it is observed that CF-WAC alone gives the good damping
performance.

VII. DISCUSSION
The comparison between FS-WAC, SP-WAC, RS-WAC,
and CF-WAC is illustrated in this subsection. As men-
tioned earlier, the proposed CF-WAC does not requires any
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FIGURE 15. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the loss of two communication channels on the controller input side.

FIGURE 16. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the loss of one communication channel on the controller input and output sides.
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TABLE 9. The settling times of all generators considering two
communication failures on controller input side.

TABLE 10. The settling times of all generators considering one
communication failure on controller input side and controller output side.

communication paths on both input and output side of
the controller. On the other hand, FS-WAC, SP-WAC, and
RS-WAC requires communication paths. Table 11 repre-
sents the performances of controllers for different distur-
bances. From Table 11, it can be observed that FS-WAC
and SP-WAC gives the superior performance in the case of
line outage, load shedding and three phase fault. In the case
of communication signal loss, the proposed CF-WAC alone
gives the excellent performance compared to remaining all
controllers.

A. PERFORMANCE OF CF-WAC AGAINST LOSS OF SPEED
AND ANGLE MEASUREMENTS
In previous sections, the performance of FS-WAC, SP-WAC,
RS-WAC, and CF-WAC against the loss of communication
channels are illustrated. However, CF-WAC doesn’t require
any communication paths. Therefore, in this subsection,
the performance of CF-WAC against missing of speed and
angle measurements is illustrated by considering two cases.
In first case, missing of generator 7 (G7) speed and angle

TABLE 11. The performance comparison between FS-WAC, SP-WAC,
RS-WAC, and CF-WAC.

FIGURE 17. The dynamic simulation waveforms in the case of
G7 measurements lost.

FIGURE 18. The dynamic simulation waveforms in the case of G7 and
G15 measurements lost.

measurements is considered. The corresponding dynamic
waveforms are shown in Fig. 17. In second case, missing of
speed and anglemeasurements of G7 andG15 are considered.
The corresponding dynamic waveforms are shown in Fig. 18.
From these results, it can be observed that the proposedWAC
(CF-WAC) gives the good damping performance even under
the loss of measurements.

B. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER’s
(CF-WAC) ROBUSTNESS
In this subsection, the robustness and reliability of the pro-
posed controller is verified against changes in power sys-
tem network structures such as continuous line outages and
three line outages at a time. In continuous line outages,
three lines are opened at different time intervals. The first
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FIGURE 19. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the continuous line
outages.

FIGURE 20. The dynamic simulation waveforms for the three line outages
at a time.

line connected between buses 60 and 61 is disconnected
at 2.5 sec, second line connected between buses 27 and
53 opened at 12 sec, and the last line connected between
buses 36 and 61 is opened at 15 sec. The corresponding
dynamic waveforms are shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 20 rep-
resents the dynamic waveforms for three lines connected
between buses 60-61, 27-53, and 36-61 are opened at a
time at 2.5 sec. Earlier, the proposed controller’s perfor-
mance is verified against different disturbances as shown
in Table 2. Therefore, from these results, it can be seen that
the proposed controller is able to provide sufficient damp-
ing under different disturbances and power system network
changes.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, fault-tolerant wide-area controller design is
proposed to damp out inter-area oscillations, which requires
no communication channels. In addition, the performance
of the proposed CF-WAC is compared with FS-WAC,
SP-WAC, and RS-WAC. The structurally constrained
H2-norm optimization technique is used to design FS-WAC,
SP-WAC, RS-WAC, and CF-WAC. The proposed CF-WAC
is designed in a centralized manner. However, later, it is
separated into different groups that give a decentralized
structure corresponding to speed and angle states alone. Thus,
no communication lines are required to transmit wide-area

controller signals to the excitation system of generators.
The effectiveness of CF-WAC is verified by considering
different disturbances and loss of communication channels.
From the results, it is observed that the proposed CF-WAC
is able to damp out low-frequency oscillations within a
specific amount of time. On the other hand, FS-WAC and
SP-WAC give good performance compared to the proposed
CF-WAC. RS-WAC and CF-WAC are offering almost the
same performance. However, the performances of FS-WAC,
SP-WAC, and RS-WAC are deteriorated when the data is
lost due to communication channels. The proposed CF-WAC
performance is constant when there is communication loss or
not. Therefore, it is quite enough to design the wide-area con-
troller by considering speed and angle states, which requires
no communication paths.
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